Quantification of branched neuronal projections labelled by retrograde fluorescent tracing. A study of olivo-cerebellar projections.
A method for estimating the number of branched and unbranched neurones projecting from a nucleus to two target sites is presented, based on the retrograde transport of fluorescent tracers. The method initially involves stereological corrections for the size of cytoplasm and nuclei respectively labelled by the two tracers. A second correction is applied to account for doubly labelled cells whose cytoplasm, but not nuclei, are in the plane of section. Finally, the detection rates of the two tracers are determined and appropriate corrections are applied. The projection from the medial accessory olive to the cerebellar vermis was studied using true blue and diamidino yellow to illustrate the method. Application of the method increased the number of branched neurones detected by 18.5%. Of the total increase, 48.4% was due to the correction for size, 9.2% to the correction for doubly labelled cells with nuclei outside the plane of the section and 42.4% to the correction for detection rates. There was no significant masking of one tracer by another, but true blue enhanced the fluorescence of diamidino yellow.